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Thunderobot KG3089R Mechanical Keyboard, Red Switch (Black)
Discover  a  new  dimension  of  gaming  with  the  Thunderobot  KG3089R  mechanical  keyboard!  Equipped  with  89  precise  keys  with  a
numeric keypad, it  offers not only comfort but also aesthetics with 20 lighting effects and three custom backlight modes. Secure your
gameplay or work with the system key lock, and concave keys ensure that your fingers always stay in place. Moreover, a lifespan of 50
million clicks guarantees that the Thunderobot KG3089R will be your loyal companion for years.
 
Comprehensive Key Design
The Thunderobot KG3089R mechanical keyboard, designed for demanding users, offers 89 precisely crafted keys along with a numeric
keypad. As a result, even the most complex tasks become simple and comfortable. The sleek black design is also important for gamers
and professionals, adding elegance to any workstation.
 
Backlighting to Your Taste
The  KG3089R  is  not  only  functional  but  also  visually  appealing.  It  has  three  custom  backlight  modes  and  as  many  as  20  interesting
lighting  effects.  With  the  FN+F9  key  combination,  you  can  instantly  change  the  lighting  effect,  and  FN+ESC  allows  you  to  switch  to
custom modes, providing even more customization possibilities.
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Security During Gameplay
Have  you  ever  accidentally  pressed  the  system  key  during  gameplay  or  important  work?  KG3089R  has  a  solution.  The  FN+WIN
combination immediately locks the system key, ensuring that your gameplay or work will go smoothly, saving you time and frustration.
 
Ergonomics in Every Detail
The  keys  of  the  KG3089R  keyboard  are  designed  with  long  sessions  of  use  in  mind.  Their  concave  structure  ensures  that  the  user's
fingers won't slip off, guaranteeing precision and comfort during typing or gaming.
 
Unprecedented Durability
Wondering  how  long  such  a  product  can  last?  Thunderobot  KG3089R  was  designed  with  durability  in  mind.  Its  switches  have  an
estimated  lifespan  of  50  million  clicks,  meaning  the  keyboard  will  serve  you  for  many  years.  By  choosing  the  Thunderobot  KG3089R
keyboard,  you  invest  in  quality,  comfort,  and  longevity.  Its  features  and  customization  options  will  satisfy  even  the  most  demanding
users.
 
 
Specifications
BrandThunderobot
ModelKG3089R
ColorBlack
Number of Keys89
Cable Length1.5m
Weight655g
Dimensions359 x 131 x 41mm

Preço:

Antes: € 41.5002

Agora: € 35.50

Jogos, Keyboards
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